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Senior Emily Cardona and her teacher Megan Pap, center, confer on a classroom project using data on teenage depression in the Introduction to Data Science class at
Renaissance High School for the Arts in Long Beach, Calif.

MATH INSTRUCTION
EDITOR’S NOTE

As new research emerges, experts are
exploring how to teach and approach math
courses. In this Spotlight, discover how
educators are targeting students’ math
anxiety, addressing inequities within math
education, and incorporating math concepts
into civics.
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From left, Abbas Hussain, Alecia Costella,
Sarozini Shrestha, and Lola Cortes discuss the
“math moments” that have shaped their
feelings about the subject as part of a
StoryStrong lesson at Murray Hill Middle
School in Laurel, Md.

By Sarah Schwartz

‘A Lot of Fear’

—Jaclyn Borowski/Education Week

One district is trying to help students fight the idea
they are bad at math

Jon Wray, the district’s coordinator of
secondary mathematics, knows that it
might seem strange to talk so much about
feelings and attitudes in math class.
When a team of teachers, coaches, and
district instructional specialists was first
developing the curriculum, he remembers
thinking the activities seemed more like
health-class lessons.
But reading student reflections on the
subject made him realize just how personal and fraught students’ relationships
with math can be. “If we don’t attend to
students’ emotions in the math classroom,” Wray said, “we’re missing a huge
piece of supporting them.”
And giving students an outlet to talk
about their feelings and their lives is even
more important now with schools shut
down in the shadow of the coronavirus
pandemic, Schaefer said. With learning
resources online, she plans to continue the
curriculum, called StoryStrong, in modified form.
Wray adds that it’s important that
the program continue next year, whether
school buildings are open or instruction is
still remote. “What’s become abundantly
clear is the importance of supporting student well-being as a top priority,” he said.

Published on May 5, 2020, in Education Week’s Special Report:
Leveling the Playing Field in Math

Who’s Afraid of Math? Turns
Out, Lots of Students

M

ost days in Molly Schaefer’s 8th grade geometry
class, her students are
focused on math concepts—learning about
radians or cross-sections of three-dimensional figures. But one Friday about
a month before the coronavirus closed
schools, the objective on the board didn’t
have anything to do with equations or
shapes.
Instead, the goal was self-reflection:
naming the emotions the students would
need to be successful in math class this
year and in the future.
The lesson was part of a pilot program developed by math educators in
the Howard County, Md., schools. The
program aims to counteract students’
fears that they don’t have what it takes
to succeed in math class, and it’s built on
the insight that children can have strong
emotions around academics—and those

emotions can sabotage learning.
Though the program—a supplement
to the more standard math curriculum—
is tiny now, plans call for its expansion
to 8th grade math classrooms across the
59,000-student district.
Research backs the idea that emotions
and outlook play a role in math performance. Math anxiety has been linked to
avoidance of the subject and worse math
performance over time. It’s a factor that
many teachers say they’re confronting in
the classroom. In a representative survey
of U.S. teachers this year, 67 percent told
the Education Week Research Center that
math anxiety was a challenge for their
students.
“I remember, my first year [with the
program], being completely taken aback
by the number of people who wrote negative things about themselves and their
math ability,” said Schaefer, who teaches
the curriculum in both on-level and gifted
and talented math courses at Murray Hill
Middle School.

Back in February, in the classroom,
Schaefer told her students that they would
spend the class period thinking about their
strongest memories of doing math—and the
emotions associated with those memories.
She aired a clip from “Inside Out,” an
animated movie about the inner life of a
young girl, Riley, in which her emotions—
joy, fear, anger, sadness, and disgust—are
personified as individual characters. The
video depicted Riley’s earliest memories
and the emotional weight they carried.
The students, 8th graders in a gifted
and talented geometry class, watched,
laughing with their deskmates at the
jokes on screen.
“I really pushed for having all of the
8th graders do [StoryStrong],” Schaefer
had said earlier, in an interview. Even the
students in her gifted and talented classes
have “a lot of fear” when it comes to math,
she noted.
“They’re hesitant to show that they
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don’t have all of the answers,” she said.
“It might be, ‘I’m afraid to be found that I
don’t belong here. That I don’t belong in an
above-grade-level class.’ A lot of kids feel
the pressure of ‘I’m not smart.’ ”
That pressure was evident as Schaefer
asked students to reflect on the character
Riley’s defining memories and share their
own “math moments”—experiences that
shaped the way they thought about themselves or the subject.
Some remembered fun activities—a
student who mentioned making orange
juice as part of an Algebra 1 lesson received a chorus of “ohs” and “I remember
thats” from the class. But others brought
up moments that had caused them to
question their math abilities beginning in
the early grades.
One student talked about dropping
down to on-grade-level math from an
advanced class in 2nd grade. Another
remembered her insecurity when she
started in gifted and talented classes in
6th grade. “Everyone else knew what they
were doing, and I just sat there, not knowing anything,” she said.
“There’s a lot of emotion tied up in your
schoolwork, because that’s what you’re doing right now. That’s what you spend most
of your day on,” Schaefer told the class.
She asked students to reflect in writing: How could they have responded to
those moments to get the outcome they
wanted? What had they learned about
themselves? What emotions did they want
to bring into math class going forward?
“Confidence,” said one student, naming the emotion she wanted in a follow-up
discussion, “so I don’t second-guess my
answers.”

Forward-Looking Approach
The math curriculum is one piece of
the larger StoryStrong program in the
district, which started a few years ago,
said Wray.
It began as an English/language arts
unit in high school classes in which students wrote personal stories with the option to perform them live at a countywide
event. “It’s designed to tap into the power
of personal narrative and student voice,”
Wray said.
The math-specific curriculum is still in
early stages—Schaefer is the only teacher who uses it in the district—but Wray
wants to see it expanded to all 8th grade
math classes.
Eighth grade is a critical year, noted
David Yeager, an associate professor of
psychology and an expert in “growth
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mindset” at the University of Texas at
Austin. Math performance in that year is
one of the biggest predictors of students’
progress in the subject in high school.
So, Yeager and other experts say, helping students get into a positive frame of
mind—building their belief that they can
get smarter at math with work and the
right help—is worthwhile. But there are
some cautions involved.
By 8th grade, students already have
a history with math—and developing a
mindset of growth rather than one predicated on fixed intelligence can be a challenge. “Beliefs change is a tricky thing,”
Yeager said. “It doesn’t help to dwell too
much on what you used to believe and
what you should believe, especially when
you’re talking about teenagers. They’re
not dying to be told to believe something
different.”
For example, one lesson in the StoryStrong curriculum asks students to talk to
their families about their math history.
That kind of activity could have mixed
results: Some research has shown that
thinking about family members’ dislike of
math can actually encourage a more fixed
mindset in children, Yeager said.
But a lot depends on framing, he added.
Teachers could take a more forward-looking approach, talking about their class as
a place where students are constantly trying to improve.
Studies have shown that community is
an important factor in developing mindset: If a student’s peer group doesn’t have
a growth mindset, the student is less likely to have one, Yeager said. The StoryStrong program includes some activities

Molly Schaefer, an 8th grade teacher in the
Howard County, Md., schools, is piloting a
home-grown supplemental math curriculum
designed to help students overcome negative
thoughts about their math abilities.

that build community around math, asking students to work together to describe
a class identity.
The curriculum doesn’t just focus on
students’ perception of their abilities,
though—it also addresses their emotions. And that reflects a growing interest among psychologists, Yeager said.
Researchers are investigating whether
recasting feelings of stress and anxiety
can be an important part of improving
performance.
Yeager said schools should be thinking
about how to create “mindset-supportive”
environments. But he cautions that attempts to foster more positive attitudes
and emotions around math don’t happen
in a vacuum.
“Classroom context matters,” he said.
If students are told to try hard problems
and think creatively but aren’t given opportunities to do that, “the idea that you
can learn and improve feels less true.”

Pause and Reflect
There aren’t any data yet on the math
pilot’s effect on student achievement,
Wray said. But anecdotally, Schaefer said,
it’s changed some students’ relationship to
the subject.
StoryStrong offers an opportunity to
pause and reflect on the challenges posed
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has a lot less time with her students than
she would have had if they were in class
together.
Normally toward the end of the school
year, Schaefer said, she’s talking to her 8th
graders about high school. She prompts
them to be more self-reliant in class, reminding them that habits of working hard
with a can-do attitude will support them

as they move to more challenging courses.
Now she’s approaching her distance
learning the way she used to approach
StoryStrong lessons in the classroom: giving students an outlet to explain how they
are feeling—about their math progress,
and about the seismic changes the shutdowns have caused. Said Schaefer: “This
is an emotional thing.”

—Getty

by fears and frustrations, she said. “A lot
of times they don’t know what’s holding
them back, so they don’t get to move beyond it.”
During the school shutdown, StoryStrong math lessons remain available for
Schaefer’s students to access online. But
the lessons are optional, she said, and
condensed. In distance learning, Schaefer
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Getting Students to Talk About
Math Helps Solve Problems
Having students put their math thinking into
words engages more students and boosts
achievement, proponents say
By Catherine Gewertz

G

etting students to talk
about their thinking process in math can give
teachers insight into where
they need help. But it’s also
a potentially powerful equity strategy, experts say.
And as teachers learn how to move
instruction online because of the corona-

virus, they’re all too aware of the equity
issues involved: Some students have computers and good internet connections, and
others don’t. Some have parents who can
help with schoolwork, and others don’t. In
that situation, teachers wonder how they
can manage to reach all their students, let
alone how they can create a class conversation about students’ math thinking.
The good news, according to experts,
is that math discourse is a technique that

works as well virtually as it does on paper
or in face-to-face classrooms. And now,
when students and teachers risk feeling
disconnected and adrift, there’s even more
reason to consider using “math talk” techniques to help students feel engaged and
see themselves—and their classmates—
as valued mathematical thinkers.
A well-designed math conversation
can make it easier for all students—even
those who rarely talk in class—to participate, experts say. And by including all
class members, a well-structured conversation can help students feel that their
thoughts have value.
Dawn Carl, the superintendent of the
Winship-Robbins Elementary school district in Robbins, Calif., started focusing
intently on a range of math-conversation
techniques two years ago, when the English-language learners at the district’s one
school, a K-8, dropped 12 points on state
math tests.
But it turned out that the techniques
helped all students in the school. Englishlearners improved their proficiency rates
by 5 percentage points between the 2017
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and 2019 test administrations, and native-English speakers increased theirs by
7 points, Carl said.
“It’s really made a difference for us,”
she said.
The idea that “math talk” can have academic payoffs isn’t new. Research studies
have described the benefits of discussing
mathematical thinking for decades, and
the idea crops up in a stream of publications from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics dating back 40 years,
said Robert Q. Berry, the immediate past
president of the organization.
But math discourse got a boost in 2010,
when the new Common Core State Standards put a high priority on ensuring that
students understood the concepts underlying their calculations. Mastery of the
common core’s standards for “mathematical practice” means students must know
how to do things like construct viable arguments and critique others’ reasoning.
“These aren’t new ideas, but they’re
practices many teachers have been working on,” Berry said. “Good math talk can
help students with math sense-making.”
Here are four ways that experts Education Week consulted—researchers and
practitioners—suggest you can help your
students build their “math talk” muscles.
1. Create a culture that welcomes
“rough draft” thinking.
Amanda Jansen, a professor of mathematics education at the University of Delaware, argues that sharing rough drafts in
math can serve two powerful purposes at
once: It can deepen students’ understanding of math ideas and practices, and it can
create an equitable learning environment.
Here’s one way to do that, and it can
work as well remotely as it does face to face,
she said. Students write a first draft of a
solution to a math problem. They read and
comment on their classmates’ drafts. Then
they submit a revised solution, explaining
how and why their thinking changed.
2. Highlight the way students’ thinking influenced the outcome.
Asking students to reflect on how their
thinking changed, and what changed it, allows teachers to call attention to the value
each student’s draft brought to the progression of the class’ thinking, Jansen said.
“This can really elevate the thinking of
their peers,” she said. “They realize their
ideas can help their classmates grow their
thinking.”
Jansen is using these techniques right

now, remotely, with her college students,
who are aspiring math teachers. They
log into Zoom and review a Google Slides
deck that presents one math problem at
a time. In small groups in Zoom breakout rooms, they work on solutions to the
problem, compare their drafts, and choose
one to share via Google Slides when they
reconvene. The whole class then discusses
“what’s powerful and what could be improved” about each draft, Jansen said.
This approach fosters equity, she explained, “because it means we can see the
potential in anyone’s ideas.” The conversation centers not on who has the right idea
but how seeds in each person’s ideas can

This can really elevate the
thinking of their peers,”
she said. “They realize
their ideas can help their
classmates grow their
thinking.”
AMANDA JANSEN

PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE

contribute to the group’s understanding,
she said.
And, importantly, the technique allows
more students to contribute to the discussion, Jansen said. In her research, she’s
seen this strategy draw out students who
tended not to share their thinking often.
3. Foster small-group conversation
about word problems.
At Robbins Elementary, one of the new
areas of focus for teachers is helping students tackle word problems. Once teachers model solutions for the class, they
let students try on their own, in pairs or
small groups, Superintendent Carl said.
The children take turns discussing
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ways to solve a problem as their teacher
circulates and provides feedback. This
small-group setting is particularly important for English-learners, who might
feel more comfortable asking questions in
a small group than in front of the whole
class, Carl said.
As teachers listen to students’ discussions, they ask open-ended questions, Carl
said. “Saying things like, ‘Tell me why you
believe that,’ or, ‘Let’s think about this,’
doesn’t feed them the answers, and it gets
them to think more deeply,” she said.
4. Teach students explicitly how to
have math conversations.
“We find that students don’t really
know how to have mathematic conversations with one another,” Carl said. “We
have to teach them.”
A popular strategy, in Winship-Robbins and other districts, is teaching students to use “sentence stems” or “sentence
starters”—opening lines that promote
good conversation. The NCTM’s Berry offered examples.
Learning to say things like, “When
Robert uses this strategy, it makes me
think of …” or, “This makes sense to me
because … ” can help students learn how
to “get mathematical ideas out into the
classroom space” and build respectfully
on one another’s thinking, Berry said.
Another technique Berry likes draws
inspiration from cartoons. As a teacher
models a solution to a problem, he circles
a particular section and draws a cartoon
“thought bubble” next to it, then asks his
class, “What do you think I’m thinking
right here?” Teaching online, this can be
done through a text box, Berry noted. In
a paper version of the exercise, students
could fill in the thought bubble.
Whether they’re teaching virtually
or in person, teachers can also harness
new technologies to get students talking
about math. Tools like FlipGrid or TikTok
let students get creative making videos
of themselves solving a math problem or
explaining their thinking about a possible
solution, Berry said.
Maybe, just maybe, when students are
having fun, they might not notice that
they’re learning more deeply about math.
Research suggests that when students
talk more about their math thinking,
they are more motivated to learn and they
learn more. Talking about math thinking
can also serve as a stealth form of assessment, giving teachers insight into what
students have mastered and where they
still need help.
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How One District Is Raising Math Rigor and
Achievement for Students of Color
In the Long Beach, Calif.,
school district, educators
deploy a multifaceted
strategy to raise math
rigor and achievement

W

hat does it take to get
students from low-income families, Englishlanguage
learners,
black students, and
Hispanic students enrolled—and thriving—in advanced-math courses?
For the Long Beach Unified school district in California, it takes a little bit of
everything.
In 2014, district leaders decided that
students must take four high school courses in math to earn a diploma. That’s twice
as many as what California requires, but
more in line with what it takes to be a
competitive candidate for the University
of California and for California State University. The district’s class of 2019 was
the first group of students to go through
all four years of high school with the more
rigorous requirement in place.
But leaders of the 72,000-student
school system, about 25 miles south of Los
Angeles, say they knew that just increasing the math requirements would not be
enough to boost the district’s college-readiness rates. In order for students to meet
the higher standards, Long Beach needed
to build ongoing support for students well
before they started high school.
Long Beach’s student body comes from
groups that are not typically well-represented in advanced classes. Nationwide,
enrollment in gifted, Advanced Placement,
and other rigorous courses is dominated by
affluent white and Asian students.
In contrast, more than half of students
in Long Beach Unified are Hispanic, while
12 percent are African American, 12 percent are white, and 7 percent are Asian.
About two-thirds are “socioeconomically
disadvantaged,” and about 12 percent of
students are English-learners.

—Patrick T. Fallon for Education Week

By Christina A. Samuels

Among the efforts underway in the district:
In elementary school, Long Beach
takes an expansive view when identifying students for gifted education, particularly at schools with high percentages of
students of color and students from lowincome families.
At the middle school level, the district
created a unique position—a “math assistant principal”—who divides her time
among three of the lowest-performing
middle schools based on math scores. She
is a math coach, with the administrative
muscle to influence issues such as staffing
and scheduling.
And across the district’s middle schools,
a “math development” class offers additional opportunities for math practice and review for 8th graders enrolled in Algebra 1.
In high school, Long Beach is among
the California districts embracing a math
class called Introduction to Data Science.
Developed by the University of California,
Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles Unified
school district, the course gives students
an alternative to Algebra 2 that is accepted by California universities as an admissions prerequisite.

From left, 8th grade students Alonna Kann and
Drake Smith work to solve problems in their
Algebra 1 class at Alexander Hamilton Middle
School in Long Beach, Calif. The district is
pushing hard to make all students take—and
succeed—in advanced math courses.

And for a selected group of high school
boys who have potential but not necessarily the grades to show it, the Urban
Math Collaborative provides a supportive
peer group that teaches study skills and
exposes participants to science and math
enrichment. The collaborative also offers
a foundation of emotional support that
goes well beyond math.
“Do we have a long way to go? Absolutely,” said Chris Steinhauser, who has been
superintendent of the district for 18 years.
Still, Long Beach has seen a steady
rise over the past five years in the percentage of students meeting the standards for
college admission, based on their grades,
completed coursework, and scores on
standardized tests. Notably, that increase
is across all demographic groups.
“We’re not different,” Steinhauser said.
“They always say, ‘Long Beach is special,’
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but we just attack these problems in a
multifaceted way. Everyone could do what
we’re doing, if they sit down and put this
road map together.”
The district’s efforts align with broader
trends in math instruction, said Kyndall
Brown, the executive director of the California Mathematics Project, a statewide
network that offers professional development to K-12 teachers.
Nationally, educators are looking at
ways to eradicate math as a gatekeeper
for higher-level courses, tie math to reallife interests, and help students have a
“positive mathematics identity” so that
they don’t internalize the idea that some
people just aren’t good at the subject.
He also said there’s a huge move toward
social-emotional learning as well. “You’re
teaching human beings, not automatons.
So how do you connect the math you’re
teaching to students’ lives?” Brown said.

Mining for Potential
In Long Beach’s elementary schools,
one way to do that is to search for talent
early—and create fertile ground for talent
to develop.
All students are screened in 2nd and
4th grades, to identify children whose
talents might appear later, said Pamela
Lovett, coordinator of the district’s gifted
and talented education program.
The test, however, is one among many
measures used to ultimately determine
which students are eligible for gifted
services. The district conducts an evaluation process specific to schools where 75
percent or more of the students come from
low-income families.
In those particular schools, children
are evaluated against their classmates,
rather than measured against Long
Beach’s student population as a whole.
Those students get the same enriched curriculum and specially trained teachers as
those identified through the districtwide
method, Lovett said.
Gifted students are not the only beneficiaries of specially trained teachers. The
school system mandates a certification
process for teachers of gifted students.
But educators not assigned to teach gifted

—Patrick T. Fallon for Education Week

Hamilton Middle School student Gerardo Ayon
talks with Stacey Benuzzi, a “math assistant
principal” in three Long Beach middle schools
who coaches math teachers and shapes
scheduling and other administrative decisions
that she says are key to raising rigor and
achievement in math.

education can also go through the certification process to learn and use new skills
for enriching and modifying lessons and
working with different types of learners.
Long Beach is extending its search for
academic promise to younger children,
piloting an enriched preschool-throughgrade 2 curriculum at some elementary
schools with a high percentage of African
American students and students in poverty. The program is intended to stimulate
critical and creative thinking.
“That also creates another layer of promoting equity in this process. We want to
make sure that kids have formal practice,
and that all of our teachers have experience with teaching critical and creative
thinking,” Lovett said.
Will this prepare students for more
rigorous coursework, including in math?
That’s the goal, Lovett said.
“We’re constantly trying to think of all
of the ways we can catch kids,” she said.

Reinforcing Middle School Math
Long Beach has followed the nationwide trend to enroll 8th grade students in
Algebra 1.
Algebra 1 is a critical first step to advanced-math courses. Nationally, federal
data show that white and Asian students
disproportionately take Algebra 1 before
high school. Black and Hispanic students
are overrepresented among those taking Algebra 1 for the first time in high
school. In Long Beach, about 60 percent
of 8th graders are in Algebra 1, and the
demographic makeup mirrors the district,
said Steinhauser—part of “setting the bar
high,” he said.

But with the accelerated path comes another form of support for students who need
extra help. They can take a math “development course” alongside Algebra 1. That
gives teachers another chance to review lessons and shore up areas of confusion.
The development class offers a break
from the Algebra 1 pacing guide, said
Daniela Manole, a math teacher at Hamilton Middle School.
“There’s no curriculum per se—it’s an
extension of what you teach,” Manole said.
“It gives you a little bit more freedom, to
focus on [students’] needs.”
The development course might feature
games, online work, reviews, or chances to
go deeper in a lesson. They have proved
successful enough that some middle
schools offer them to 6th and 7th graders.

New Approach to Math Coaching
Hamilton Middle School and two other
middle schools with high levels of poverty
are also the focus of a district-created position called a “math assistant principal.”
Stacey Benuzzi, the educator in this new
role, is a former math coach with an administration certification. Much of her job is
working with teachers on improving their
instruction, a traditional coaching role. But
her position as an assistant principal also
gives her the latitude to work directly with
administrators on issues such as teacher assignments or building time into the master
schedule for teacher collaboration.
“One of my biggest takeaways is that
it really has to be a full-circle approach,”
Benuzzi said. “If we just work with teachers, you’re not going to always be able
to make the biggest changes. It’s work-
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Long Beach student DJ Cruz practices taking
apart a device used by astronauts as Bob
Barboza, the founder and director of the
Barboza Space Center, watches. Cruz is a
member of the Urban Math Collaborative, a
program that supports math and science
enrichment for boys of color in three Long
Beach high schools.

—Morgan Lieberman for Education Week

“I wonder about the judgments we
make about the students we think won’t
be successful,” Afghani said.

Changing Mindsets

ing with administrators, thinking about
things like the master schedule, [and]
building our administrators’ capacity to
understand the importance of building
access and equity.”
And the position gives her more power
when she makes suggestions for teachers
to adjust their practice.
With a typical coach, “it’s an option for
a teacher to take the coaching or not take
the coaching,” Benuzzi said. In her position, however, she evaluates all the math
teachers at the three schools where she
works.
Once students reach high school,
they’re often locked into a decades-old
math sequence intended to lead to calculus but can serve to winnow out students
who might not be interested, or able, to follow that path.
Long Beach, along with other districts
in California, created an alternative college-ready path. Students who pass Algebra 1, geometry, and Introduction to Data
Science are eligible for California’s public
universities under current policy, though
they would have to take another math
course to earn a high school diploma.
The Introduction to Data Science
course requires students to collect data
and build statistical and mathematical
models. While it is a particularly useful
option for students who don’t want to take
Algebra 2, it is a valuable class in its own
right, said Rebecca Afghani, the mathematics-curriculum leader for grades 6-12.
“Many of the college majors are requiring some statistics, even if they aren’t
STEM pathways,” Afghani said.

The class also opens up options. This
school year, the district tried an experiment: A teacher was assigned to teach two
sections of the data-science course and
two sections of Introduction to Applied
Math, which does not count as a college
prerequisite. But the district switched
the students enrolled in the applied math

There’s no curriculum
per se—it’s an extension
of what you teach. It
gives you a little bit more
freedom, to focus on
[students’] needs.”
DANIELA MANOLE

MATH TEACHER, HAMILTON MIDDLE SCHOOL

class into the data-science course without
telling them, Afghani said.
“The teacher has said her four sections
are indistinguishable,” Afghani said. The
students who originally signed up for the
applied math class were performing just
as well as those who had selected the
“harder” course. And now, all the students
who pass will have college as a potential
option for them after high school.

As much as those initiatives help push
students along a rigorous math pathway,
they also have an underlying mission:
changing the way students see themselves.
That’s where the district’s Urban Math
Collaborative comes in. The program, in
three Long Beach high schools, offers a
tight-knit social group and parent involvement, in addition to math tutoring and
culturally relevant activities. The ultimate
destination for participants is college graduation, said its founder, Doris Robinson, a
former principal. The students tapped for
the program definitely aren’t clamoring
for after-school math activities, and that’s
where the parents come in, she said.
“I tell [parents], ‘You are powerful. You
really don’t know how powerful you are,’
because those students would not come in
the room if it’s not for two things: parent involvement—and the snacks we give them.”
Terrence Bryant, who leads the program at Cabrillo High School, says program directors look for intangibles in
students. “We get students who don’t necessarily look too appealing on paper. Then
we interview them and we realize they’re
really good for the program.”
After four years in the program,
though, students understand they’ve
gained much more than just snacks.
Torieaun Hilbert, a program alumnus, is now a senior at the University of
LaVerne. He remembers not being able to
slack off academically without getting attention.
Robinson, the founder, “has access to
every grade and score. If you have a zero,
she tracks it and she’s on it immediately,”
Hilbert said. By the time he graduated,
his 2.2 GPA had risen to 3.5.
“My experience when I was going
through high school is that I had love, I
had support,” Hilbert said, “I had people
who were connected to Doris to look out
for my success.”
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nese-style comics known as manga.
“It’s a real opportunity for teachers to
shape the market,” he said.

—Getty and Laura Baker/Education Week

Comics in the Math Classroom

Published on September 24, 2019, in Education Week

Comic Books Bring Color
to Math Class
By Catherine Gewertz

M

ath teachers: What if
you could use the colorful stories of comic
books to teach multiplication, prime numbers,
and linear equations? Would you?
What’s that you say? You don’t think
there are any comics-based materials for
math? You say you’re jealous of your language arts and social studies colleagues
when they use smash-hit graphic novels
like Smile, Dog Man, and Maus? You
envy your science colleagues when they
reach for books like The Manga Guide to
Physics and The Cartoon History of the
Universe?
Most math teachers don’t think that
engaging, visually appealing books like
these are an option for them.
“Are things like that really out there?”
said Brandi Green, who teaches math at
Sharon-Mutual High School in rural Mutual, Okla. “Because I’d love to use them.”
In the past 15 years, comic books and
their longer cousins, graphic novels, have
hit the big time in language arts and

social studies classes and, to a lesser degree, in science. But they’re just now tiptoeing into math classrooms.
Part of the problem has been that there
hasn’t been much out there. And the other
part of the problem is that teachers aren’t
aware of what is out there. It’s a small slice
of a booming market, but it’s growing.
Little is available from major publishers, but smaller publishers and independent cartoonists are quietly building a
small cache of comic books, in print and
online, with math themes.
Sales of comics—a market sector that
includes traditional and online comic
books and graphic novels—exceeded $1
billion last year, making $80 million more
than the previous year, according to Publishers Weekly. Graphic novels on a variety of themes, but virtually none about
math, accounted for most of that growth.
Math themes are “just starting to
get traction” in that space, said John
Shableski, who trains teachers, librarians, and others on comics resources as
the director of education development at
Udon Entertainment, which publishes
art books, graphic novels, and the Japa-

Teachers who incorporate comics into
their instruction tend to use them as
companions to their districts’ or their
own curriculum to introduce math concepts.
In a private Facebook group for math
teachers, one high school teacher said
he uses The Cartoon Guide to Algebra to
give students a pleasant taste of a topic
before going deeper into a lesson. That
book, which is available in calculus and
statistics versions, too, isn’t exactly a
comic book, since it’s as text-heavy as
most textbooks. But it’s laced with cartoons and characters who poke fun at
math ideas.
Amy Hopkins offers another example
of the way teachers use comics in the
math classroom. As a 4th and 5th grade
teacher in Illinois, she discovered Solution Squad, a 32-page comic book by
Elkart, Ind., middle school math teacher
Jim McClain.
The original story features a team of
six teenage superheroes—boys and girls
of all races, each with an extraordinary
mathematical power, such as being able
to do complex calculations at lightning
speed. They must crack a secret code of
prime numbers to escape from a force
field, but the story is also laced with
math jokes (their aerial transportation is
the “coordinate plane”).
Hopkins said she used the story as a
“mentor text” to introduce the concept of
prime numbers before turning to the curriculum to assign problems for students
to solve.
“By using math comics, my students
got the story behind the idea first,” she
said. “They got invested, excited, to figure out how and why it works.”
She’s now assistant principal at
LEARN 10, a K-6 charter school in the
city of North Chicago, and plans to introduce McClain’s math comics to her teachers this year.
Tracy Edmunds, a former science
teacher who now develops curriculum for
comics and graphic novels, calls McClain
“the superstar” in the emerging field of
comics for math. She also frequently recommends The Beast Academy, an elementary-level book series by Jason Batterson
and Erich Owen, with an accompanying
math curriculum.
McClain has since added five more
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stories and a lesson plan to his original
comic book to create a 138-page edition,
and he’s produced a digital version with
companion lesson plans. He said he created Solution Squad in 2013 because he
thought it would give his students new
ways to connect with a subject that many
of them didn’t like very much.
“Stories involving characters and
personalities are more memorable than
remembering rules,” said McClain, who
retired last spring after 32 years in the
classroom.
McClain used the comics not just to
introduce math ideas but also in direct
instruction to facilitate comprehension
and retention. The narrative approach to
math is a “subliminal” route to learning,
he wrote in a blog post explaining how he
used his comics in class.
Francisco Cardoza thinks the comics approach made a difference for him.
When he was a 7th grade student of McClain’s in 2007, following the adventures
of the Solution Squad “made everything
make more sense,” he said. He remembered the ideas better, his grades went
from Cs to As and Bs, and he even opted
for a math concentration in college, Cardoza said. Now he’s a 4th grade teacher.

By using math comics,
my students got the story
behind the idea first,” she
said. “They got invested,
excited, to figure out how
and why it works.”
AMY HOPKINS

4TH AND 5TH GRADE TEACHER, ILLINOIS

Misconceptions About Comics
Some teachers, in any subject, might
write off comics because they don’t like
superhero stories. But if they do so, they’d
overlook a rich trove of books that could
capture students’ imaginations, said Dallas Middaugh, a former publishing executive who now advises companies on publishing strategy. He specializes in comics
and manga.
“People get confused. When they hear
‘comics,’ they think it’s going to be about
superheroes or manga or adventure stories,” he said. “But comics is much broader. It’s not a genre. It’s a medium, and it
can be any kind of content.”
Graphic novels that have become classics in many classrooms and subjects
demonstrate his point. There’s Raina
Telgemeier’s 2010 novel Smile, about enduring an orthodontic nightmare during
middle school, and the hugely popular
Amulet series by Kazu Kibuishi, which
follows a young girl’s adventures with an
enchanted necklace.
March, co-authored by U.S. Rep. John
Lewis, is a trilogy of graphic novels about
the civil rights movement. Maus broke
new ground by using the comics medium
to tell the story of a Holocaust survivor.
Author Art Spiegelman self-published it

Most of my cartoonist
friends don’t like math
and most of the math
people I know aren’t
artists.”
JASON SHIGA

A PRIZE-WINNING CARTOONIST WHO STUDIED MATH AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
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as a serial strip from 1980 to 1991, then
published it as a book, which became the
first graphic novel to win a Pulitzer Prize.
Likewise, many of the math-oriented
comics opt for regular Jims and Josephines, not superheroes. The Beast Academy books skip boots and capes in favor of
cuddly, fantastical creatures. And Jason
Shiga’s book Meanwhile uses appealingly
pudgy characters in a caper that introduces ideas from math and physics. It’s
done in a “choose your own adventure”
style, which allows readers to customize
the way the story progresses.
Shiga thinks there are a couple of
reasons the publishing world hasn’t produced a lot of math-themed comics. For
one thing, math is particularly tricky to
translate into a sequential storytelling
form, since most of its ideas are abstract
and lack inherent story lines, he said.
Then there’s the problem of finding
artists who are “mathy,” he said.
“Most of my cartoonist friends don’t
like math and most of the math people I
know aren’t artists,” said Shiga, a prizewinning cartoonist who studied math at
the University of California, Berkeley.
Publishers are hardly new to the task of
pairing artists with writers, but Shiga
imagines that it’s particularly tough to
assemble the kinds of teams needed for
“mathy” comics.
As math teachers forage for interesting materials, they should cast a wide
net and not discount books that aren’t
explicitly about math, Shiga said. A
puzzle book—Alice in Puzzle-land, by
magician and mathematician Raymond
Smullyan—was
what
permanently
hooked him on math at age 10, Shiga
noted. Secret Coders, by Gene Luen
Yang, is about programming, but high
school-level math concepts are woven in,
Shiga noted.
Yang, a former math teacher whose
2006 graphic novel American Born Chinese, about a boy’s struggle with his Chinese-American identity, won armfuls of
prizes and became a bestseller, said he
hopes teachers will step up their demand
for math-related comics and graphic novels and that publishers will listen.
“Sometimes the stories in math aren’t
obvious, but they’re there,” he said.
Yang admires Fleep, Shiga’s young
adult web comic about a guy who gets
trapped in a phone booth by a mysterious wall of concrete and has to use math
skills (and bits of physics, too) to survive.
“Stories like that show you that making stories with math is possible,” Yang
said. “It can be done.”
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Teaching Students to Wrangle ‘Big Data’
Data science classes are
popping up in schools
By Catherine Gewertz

J

asmin Perez is in math class,
and her assignment is to figure
out how likely she is to die.
It’s an unusual exercise in
the world of high school math,
where most students are calculating angles or solving for x. But Jasmin and her
17 classmates are in a new and rare kind
of math course: data science.
It’s a blend of statistics and computer
science, designed to help students understand and use the “big data” that shapes
modern life. The labor market is hungry
for skilled data wranglers, and pays them
well, but few schools offer data-science
classes.
“Today we will be simulating you
guys living or dying,” said Brent Rojo, a
math teacher here at Venice High School,
which serves predominantly nonwhite,
low-income students on this city’s western edge.
Rojo led the students through an exercise in applied probability, sparked by a
study that found male characters in horror movies are more likely to die than females. Laughing nervously, the students
draw slips of paper from a stack in their
teacher’s hand to find out whether they
“live” or “die,” and line up accordingly on
opposite sides of the room. They do this
several times, with Rojo reshuffling the
stack of papers.
They calculate the difference between
male and female “survival” rates and discuss whether patterns in the data were
shaped by chance. They’ll create dot plots
of their results, and use a powerful computer-programming language called R to
analyze, display, and interpret their data.
“I like this class because it’s more relatable to me,” said Jasmin, 17. In other
math classes, she said, she’s always wondered why she had to learn that stuff, but
not in this one.
During the year, these students will
do statistics projects about themselves,
using their phones to keep track of how

—Patrick T. Fallon for Education Week
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they spend their time, or the snack foods
they eat, and using R for analysis. They’ll
explore topics as diverse as Republicans’
and Democrats’ views of impeachment,
the factors behind the rise of wildfires,
and how passengers’ chances of survival
on the Titanic were linked to the price of
their ticket. (Those with pricier tickets
were more likely to survive.)
The teenagers in Rojo’s Introduction
to Data Science class are among the few
nationally with access to such a course.
The Los Angeles Unified school district
and the University of California-Los Angeles wrote the free curriculum in 2010
with a grant from the National Science
Foundation, and high schools began
teaching it in 2014.
This year, more than 3,200 students
are taking it in 51 schools across Southern California, and the curriculum’s
creators are talking with several other
states that are interested in using it.

Data Skills in Demand
From a labor-market point of view,
there is abundant reason to build students’
data acumen. “Data scientist” has topped
Glassdoor’s list of best jobs in America for
the last four years, with a median base
salary of $108,000. It’s repeatedly made

Seniors Arionna Morris and Jasani Cole, left to
right, collaborate on a poster during data
science class at Renaissance High School for
the Arts. The two will also write computer code
for the data they are using.

LinkedIn’s list of “most promising” jobs
because of good pay and high demand.
And fields as varied as health care,
manufacturing, and K-12 school administration pay higher wages to employees
with strong data-analysis skills, according to the analytics and software company
Burning Glass Technologies.
The need for data-science skills is
showing up in College Board products,
too. The company is weaving that content
into Advanced Placement courses such
as government and biology, the company’s president, David Coleman, said in a
“Freakonomics” podcast.
And even on the reading/writing portion of the new SAT, students face questions that require them to use data from
charts and graphs.
“Data rules our world. We need to be
speaking to this idea a great deal more
than we do,” said Paul Myers, who has
taught math for 50 years and who has
created a data-science course for his high
school students at Paideia School, a pri-
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vate pre-K-12 school in Atlanta.
“Bless their hearts, most schools
have had this fixed curriculum in place
forever: algebra, geometry, trig, maybe
calculus. We are living in a world of high
school math curriculum that doesn’t acknowledge to any real degree that big
data is out there.”

Rethink Math Sequences?
Discussion about data-science courses
clicks into a larger national conversation
about reworking math offerings. All but
16 percent of high school students bail
out of math before taking any calculus, and few of those who take it go on
to advanced math in college. One study
showed that barely 1 in 3 college graduates report needing content from Algebra
2 or beyond in their daily lives. All of that
suggests a need for new kinds of math
courses, some advocates say.
“Too often, high school math is about
filtering out kids, not engaging them,”
said Phil Daro, a lead author of the Common Core State Standards in math, and
a co-author of a recent paper that argued
for creation of better math options for
students who are more likely to study
history or music than aeronautics.
“Math is important for a broad range
of people, not just math majors, but the
math non-STEM majors need is different. It’s more applied,” Daro said.
Aside from California’s IDS course,
however, there are few data-science curricula available. One well-regarded source
of free lessons is Bootstrap, a research
project based at Brown University. The
International Data Science in Schools
Project, a cooperative of math and computer science experts, has developed
frameworks for data-science instruction,
and the Concord Consortium, a nonprofit
focusing on technology in STEM instruction, offers activities teachers can use,
along with a free data-analysis software
tool called CODAP.
Advocates of teaching data science
point out that it doesn’t need to wait
until high school. Jo Boaler, a Stanford
University math education professor who
favors a bigger role for data instruction,
includes an activity for 3rd graders on
her website, youcubed.org.
A group of KIPP charter schools in
New York City has been using Bootstrap’s data-science methods in 5th grade
history lessons. The children develop
theories about what led to the downfall
of Mayan civilization, using data to investigate various factors that could have

played a role, including their diets, their
human-sacrifice practices, and deforestation, said Chéla S. Wallace, the science
director for KIPP-New York.
Suyen Machado, the Los Angeles math
specialist who helped write the IDS curriculum, said it offers students a chance
to see how they can harness math to make
change in the world, even if they don’t
think of themselves as “math people.”
“Students can create projects that facilitate civic engagement,” she said. “They
can use data to question what they’re
hearing, to see that data empowers.”
A student in Rojo’s class last year

37%

of educators say their
districts offer lessons
on data analysis (or
analytics) only in
secondary schools.
SOURCE: EDWEEK RESEARCH CENTER SURVEY, 2019

decided to test whether media reports
about crime create a false impression of
increasing danger. She analyzed crime
rates in her city and neighborhood and
found that violent crime had actually
been declining, Rojo said.
That kind of experience can help “nonmathy students” see math—and themselves—differently, Rojo said.
“The course attracts kids who haven’t
had good experiences with math that has
no context,” he said. Math usually asks
kids to “solve for x, graph things that have
no meaning, or solve for variables no one
cares about,” he said. “In my class, half
the battle is giving students the skill set
to look at data, and half is restoring their
faith in math.”

Concerns and Barriers
Popularizing data-science instruction faces substantial challenges, how-
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ever. Teachers will likely need training
in computer science and data-collection
methods; for the IDS curriculum, they
learn that in summer institutes.
It’s also important to ground datascience instruction in a topic, rather than
learning those skills abstractly, in isolation, said Emmanuel Schanzer, Bootstrap’s founder and co-director.
“You can’t do responsible data analysis without knowing something about the
subject you’re analyzing,” he said. That
need for content expertise presents a
“natural opportunity” to weave data projects into all academic subjects. But that,
too, requires teacher training.
Experts also caution that any study of
big data should include ethics.
“Students need to ask questions such
as how should big data be used? And
should some data even be collected to begin with?” Schanzer said.
One of the biggest barriers to the
widespread embrace of data science as
a math course lies in the college admissions office. The authors of the IDS curriculum persuaded California’s two state
university systems to accept the course
in place of Algebra 2 for its three-yearsof-math entrance requirement.
But that doesn’t tackle the reverence
many colleges hold for calculus on a student’s transcript. As a result, students
aiming for selective colleges often take it
to burnish their applications.
Some math experts worry that conceptualizing data-science instruction as an
alternative to a calculus pathway risks
perpetuating a fundamentally flawed
way of imagining math instruction.
“Once you start talking about alternate pathways to calculus, it’s just code
for a rigorous pathway and a weak one,”
said Steven Strogatz, a professor of applied mathematics at Cornell University
whose 2019 book, Infinite Powers, explores the wonders of calculus. “You’ve
got to worry about tracking, and racism,
sexism, and class divisions” in the way
students are counseled into math courses, he said.
Instead of setting up math study as
parallel pathways ending either in statistics or calculus, Strogatz imagines a
radically different approach that blends
all math subjects in a “web” of studentled, inquiry-based instruction starting
in kindergarten. That way, once students get halfway through high school,
they’ve been introduced to all of math’s
essential concepts, and can make informed choices about whether to take
higher-level math.
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Why Fluency?
The following is an excerpt from
Building Fact Fluency: A Toolkit
for Addition & Subtraction by
Graham Fletcher, coming this fall.

To this day, I can still remember sitting in the
back of my dad’s pickup truck, flipping through
a stack of flashcards on the way to soccer practice.
I must have been about seven or eight years old,
because the cards were addition and subtraction
facts, not multiplication. We were about twenty
minutes away from soccer and I was done
practicing facts for the day, so I placed a rubber
band around the stack and tossed it to the side.
Little did I know, I was not done practicing my facts.
Dad: Are you done?
Me: Yep.
Dad: Do you know them all?
Me: Yep.
Dad:	Okay . . . Fourteen minus eight.
(He always went for the hard
ones first.) I held up eight fingers
and began counting backwards
from fourteen (“thirteen, twelve,
eleven . . .”) as I knocked down a
finger for each number I counted.
Me: Six.
Dad:	Way too long. You need to know
these, Graham. Sixteen minus
nine. I held up nine fingers,
but I hid them behind the driver’s
seat as I went to work.
Dad:	Are you counting again?
You need to work harder at
memorizing your facts.

At that time in my life, “memorize harder” made
complete sense. When I look back now, I think
the Mission Impossible team had a far easier task
than what my dad was asking of me. I was trying
to learn each fact in isolation—more than two
hundred individual addition and subtraction facts. I
wasn’t encouraged to think about the relationships
between the numbers, or make connections across
different number combinations, or explore the
properties of addition and subtraction. I wasn’t
empowered to break those numbers up and put
them back together in ways that made sense to
me. I wasn’t celebrated for starting from what I
knew or encouraged to build understanding from
there. I was just supposed to know the answer and
say it right away, without thinking.
Fast forward a few decades. As a teacher, I tried
more than my fair share of activities, routines,
gimmicks, and tricks to help my students learn
their facts. From mnemonics to mad minutes,
from flipping flash cards to spending hours at the
photocopier printing class sets of worksheets,
I tried it all. Sure, I would add new twists to old
habits, but the results were always the same.
Students seemed to know their facts on Friday,
but they forgot them over the weekend and were
back to square one on Monday. Some students
would practice and practice, trying songs or tricks
or endless sessions with the flashcards, but they
just didn’t lay those facts down in their memories.
Or students would recall their facts when quizzed
on them but, when solving problems, they would
count instead. They didn’t seem to trust those facts
they’d memorized, no matter how often they wrote
them on worksheets. Other students could spit

For information and sample lessons from Building Fact Fluency: A Toolkit for
Addition & Subtraction by Graham Fletcher, visit Sten.pub/GrahamFletcherSignUp.
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out those memorized facts all day long, but then
wouldn’t know whether to add or subtract in
a word problem. Does any of this sound familiar?
I understand why I expected my students to
learn their facts through memorization: because
that’s the same way I was expected to learn
my facts. Unfortunately, I struggled as a math
student because my own understanding was
built on a shaky foundation. When I asked my
students to learn their facts using the same
techniques that I had used, I was building the
same shaky foundation for my students. I was
repeating the cycle.

The pedagogical point of view
embodied in the traditional
curriculum is simple: If you
don’t get it, do it again and
again and again. Practice
makes perfect. Only it doesn’t.
Despite years of training
focused on calculation,
American children enrolled
in traditional mathematics
programs have never become
mathematically powerful.
– Jan Mokros, Susan Jo Russell, and
Karen Economopoulos, Beyond Arithmetic3

More recently, as an elementary and middle school
coach, I have seen how that foundation collapses
for kids later on. For years, teachers have been
asking students to memorize their math facts, and
to this day, the most common complaint I hear from

intermediate and middle school teachers
is, “My kids aren’t fluent with their basic facts.”
After spending countless hours in classrooms
across the grades, I have come to understand
three things clearly:
1. 	
Students need to be able to know and use
their facts in the midst of more complicated
problems without losing track of their
thinking (but you knew this).
2. Many
	
students who can say their single-digit
facts don’t use them effectively or flexibly
when solving problems.
3. Students
	
who aren’t given enough
opportunities to uncover the properties
of numbers and operations have trouble
identifying relationships and making
meaningful connections later on.
These observations aren’t new. Many educators
and researchers have noticed these same things
and studied them in depth. My editor, Tracy
Johnston Zager, and I have learned a tremendous
amount by reading articles and books and
interviewing scholars as we built this toolkit.
There is honestly a ton of research on fluency
out there, and we’ll be summarizing and citing
some of that research throughout this facilitator’s
guide. Our goal with Building Fact Fluency is to
create a resource that puts existing research to
use in a practical and accessible way. I (Graham),
am not a researcher—I’m a teacher, coach, and
math specialist who has been creating multimedia
classroom activities and tasks for several years
now. Tracy is a coach, author, editor, and all-around
nerd who loves digging into the literature. What
you’re holding in your hands is our team effort to
design comprehensive, user-friendly, engaging
materials supported by research. We have had
many wonderful conversations while building this
toolkit, and we’ve captured our shared thinking by
writing this facilitator’s guide together (hence the
we you’ll hear most of the time).

For information and sample lessons from Building Fact Fluency: A Toolkit for
Addition & Subtraction by Graham Fletcher, visit Sten.pub/GrahamFletcherSignUp.
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Children learn number facts
by noticing relations among
number facts.

facts at the same time as they are working on
the operations and discovering the fundamental
properties of arithmetic. Fact fluency is not an addon—it’s an integral part of learning arithmetic with
deep understanding.

– Thomas P. Carpenter et al.,
Children’s Mathematics

As you take this journey with your students, we
hope you’ll begin to see the development of fact
fluency not as a chore, but as an opportunity for
your students to engage in important mathematical
thinking, and for you to listen to and build on
your students’ brilliant ideas. This toolkit will help
you develop your students’ deep conceptual
understanding of the operations through rich tasks,
strategy discussions, contextualized practice,
reflection, and engaging games. That’s right—
your students will be accumulating their number

The issue here is not whether
facts should eventually be
memorized but how this
memorization is achieved:
by drill, practice, and
memorization, or by focusing
on relationships?
– Catherine Twomey Fosnot and Maarten Dolk,
Young Mathematicians at Work

Comprehensive
Lessons Grounded
in Research

For more information and to download free samples
of Building Fact Fluency: A Toolkit for Addition
& Subtraction, visit Sten.pub/GrahamFletcherSignUp.
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Ditch the Math Worksheets and
Stop Killing Kids’ Curiosity
What we get wrong about early-childhood math
By Kathy Liu Sun

A

s a mathematics educator
who also happens to be a
new mom, I have serious
concerns about the future
math classroom my daughter will enter. One of my biggest fears is
that the math class will stifle much of
her curiosity and creativity that I have
witnessed every day during her first few
months of life.
In my collaborations with preschool
to 2nd grade early-childhood educators
over the past five years, I have found that
teachers often wrestle with two historically competing philosophies of educating
young children. One philosophy embraces
the importance of creating play-based environments, where children learn by exploring and engaging in play. The other
emphasizes the need to prepare students
to meet state and national mathematics

standards by focusing on specific academic skills. These two philosophies are not
either-or. In fact, mathematical thinking
and learning often happen during play.
With the adoption of the Common
Core State Standards and an increasing focus on so-called 21st-century skills,
our thinking about supporting students’
curiosity and creativity has progressed
in recent years. However, as with most
change, the implementation of our ideas
hasn’t yet panned out the way we might
have hoped.
I am finding that teachers are increasingly feeling the pressure to address
learning standards in ways that do not
build upon young children’s inherent curiosity and inclination to experiment.
Math instruction in the early grades is
too often becoming more like traditional
high school math classes. I have seen kindergarten and 1st grade teachers giving
short lectures followed by having children
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complete worksheets filled with math
problems. These worksheets often consist
of the same type of problem just with different numbers (e.g., 1+2 = __; 1+3 = __;
1+4 = __) and noninteractive images for
young children to count or compare.
What I am witnessing is not surprising given our misconceptions of what it
means to learn math in school. Many
think that math is all about learning
procedures and memorizing rules. At
both the high school and elementary
levels, procedurally focused learning is
not conducive to supporting students’
understanding of important mathematical concepts. In fact, a 2016 study published in Scientific American found that
students who rely on memorization are
half a year behind their peers who approach math by relating concepts to existing knowledge and monitoring their
own understanding.
It is important to attend to mathematical learning goals while fostering creativity early in a child’s education. We need
to create more opportunities for young
children to explore mathematical ideas in
interactive and playful ways. Instead of
doing math worksheets, young children
need intentionally designed activities
that allow them to think and engage like
mathematicians by testing out different
ideas, experimenting with strategies, and
explaining their thinking. Unlike traditional math worksheet problems that can
only be solved one way, children should
engage in problems that have many possible solution strategies and are ripe for
discussion and debate.
What can we do as educational practitioners and leaders?
1. Be curious about how children
think. Young children have fascinating
strategies for how to solve mathematical
problems. Our goal is to support them to
develop perseverance, confidence, and
critical thinking skills when solving math
problems. Rather than telling them exact
steps for solving a problem, a good first
step is to ask open-ended questions (“How
did you figure it out?”). Then watch to see
what the child does before asking another
question that is based on what you observed (“I noticed that you moved the blue
bears. Why did you do that?”).
2. Support teachers to change things
up. Teachers should be encouraged to
focus on the creative nature of math. It’s
OK if math assignments don’t look like
traditional math worksheets. If teachers
give homework, it should be interactive
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and exploratory in nature, not stagnant
worksheets.
3. Get parents on board by encouraging them to find opportunities
to engage in math in our everyday
lives and surroundings. A great way to
start is by counting collections of objects
with young children. A collection can be
made up of anything found at home, such
as coins or utensils. The goal is to figure

out how many objects are in the collection
and to support children to think deeply
about quantity in a way that makes sense
to them. In my experiences, children are
very excited to figure out how many objects are in their collections and will use
a variety of strategies in the process (e.g.,
sorting, multiplying, adding, etc.).
If we make a concerted effort to push
back against traditional math worksheets,
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my concerns might be alleviated by the
time my daughter enters kindergarten.
Kathy Liu Sun is currently an assistant professor of education at Santa Clara University,
where her research examines the barriers that
prevent students from succeeding and advancing in mathematics and STEM-related fields.
She previously taught high school math in San
Jose, Calif.
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OPINION

The Missing Ingredient in Our Democracy: Math
Political numeracy is as important as it is overlooked
By Ismar Volić

A

s a reward for its recent
good behavior, my daughter’s 4th grade class was
preparing to vote on an
animated movie to watch
in class. And as a mathematician and college professor with a particular interest in
how math plays a role in political decisionmaking, I asked her to share the results
of the class vote with me. We had recently
been discussing different voting methods
and their merits at the dinner table, and
as my kids sometimes do when I wear
my professor hat at home, my daughter

teased, “You just want to see if we’ll pick
the movie that’s not most people’s first
choice, right?”
She was correct. And when she dutifully reported the outcome from the
class’ vote (“Bolt” received eight votes;
“Incredibles 2” six; and “Coco” three) and
informed me that the class watched “Bolt”
because it got the most votes, I realized
that the mathematical deficits of plurality voting—a method we use to elect so
many of the people who represent us, including our president—have an impact on
even the simplest decisions we make. The
good news is that opportunities for teaching the critical role that math plays in the

American political system in a way that
resonates even with a 9-year-old abound.
And we need to create classroom experiences that are conducive to this now more
than ever.
Misleading statistics, sham metrics,
cooked numbers, and erroneous alternative science herald a precipitous decline
of rigorous thinking, starting with the
erosion and weaponization of that rigor’s
foundation—mathematics. One does not
need to understand math to use it for
political gain, for good or for evil. Politicians regularly toss out numbers, such as
how many immigrants are crossing the
border; the millions spent on abortions at

Math Instruction / edweek.org

Planned Parenthood; the trillions spent
on the war in Afghanistan; the percentage of wealth held by a fraction of our population; and most recently, the scope of the
coronavirus outbreak.
Whether these numbers are manipulated, fabricated, or real, both sides of the aisle
deploy them to elicit an emotional response
from us. This succeeds all too frequently
because relying on emotion and defaulting to unquantifiable criteria—moral, religious, and communal—to make decisions
(or take a position) is often easier than analyzing the data, statistics, and numbers
to do so. The inability to scrutinize and
distinguish between bad and good math
in political contexts is detrimental to effective citizenship. Greater numeracy leads
to greater agency in political decisionmaking and can make us better consumers
of democracy. As long as we are fooled by
unsubstantiated math or perplexed by its
rigor, our democracy is in peril.
The only substantive solution to this
problem is more education aimed at cultivating political numeracy. My college students
are frequently incredulous that they have
not learned more about the math behind
some key democratic processes like voting,
the Electoral College, apportionment of legislative seats, and gerrymandering.

This means that we are not doing a good
enough job in teaching our students about
subjects that have unparalleled importance for democracy and occupy a unique
place in the intersection of mathematics,
statistics, computer science, political science, history, and economics. For example,
there is no reason why mathematically superior ways to vote, such as ranked-choice
methods that incorporate more information about voters’ preferences, should not
be taught in our schools. Ultimately, having this knowledge would empower students to demand a better voting system.
We also need mathematics education
that emphasizes political quantitative literacy—the ability to examine and assess
data and statistical information in a political context. We could achieve this by incorporating more real-life examples from
voting, taxation, crime, climate change,
or immigration in scenarios that foster
numerical and data skills like statistical
analysis or the assessment and weighing
of evidence in the context of politics in our
instruction.
This integrated mathematics and politics education—one that teaches more
about the mathematics behind democratic processes, and uses real-life political
data—would cultivate students’ critical
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thinking because of its interdisciplinary
nature and the depth of the issues it scrutinizes.
It would provide the tools to identify
political matters that should be tackled
mathematically, recognize when mathematics is being misused for political gain,
demand mathematical rigor in politics,
and enact changes in the political system
based on sensible mathematical evidence.
We are in the middle of an election
cycle already imbued with a post-truth
disregard for facts. We can lament the
deterioration of informed participation
in our democracy. Or we can work to empower our kids (and ourselves) by giving
them the tools of mathematical political
literacy with which they can transform
politics and ensure that it remains based
in truth—the only place where democracy
thrives. It is never too early to start. Just
ask my 9-year-old daughter.
Ismar Volic´ is a professor of mathematics at
Wellesley College, where he researches topology—the abstract math discipline dedicated to
the properties of geometric objects and shapes.
He teaches classes and workshops in mathematics and politics to college and high school
students.
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Wanted: Ways to Assess
the Majority of Teachers
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pages. And it has produced enough
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education to art, music, and history—the subjects,
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